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Bordeaux Tasting
Featuring Clarendelle

Join us as we explore the world of Bordeaux with special guest 
Delphine Blanchot of Clarence Dillon Wines. 

Tuesday, October 16th: Sandyport Boutique 6-8 pm

Clarence Dillon Wines, proprietors of Chateau Haut Brion, crafted  
an affordable Bordeaux appelation wine named Clarendelle.  We 
will be sampling a few wines from the Clarence Dillon Wines 
selection and Delphine will be there to help educate us on the 

wines and Bordeaux in general!  We hope to see you there!

Check out the great events 
we have lined up for you!

October  16th: 

Bordeaux Tasting
Featuring Clarendelle

We hope to see you at one 
of our events or in our 
boutique soon!!

Oaxan Old Fashioned
2 oz Del Maguey Vida Mezcal

1/2 oz Simple Syrup

4 dashes Scrappy’s Grapefruit Bitters

Grapefruit Peel

This twist on a classic Old 
Fashioned is great for those 
mezcal lovers out there!

Muddle bitters, simple syrup 
and orange peel in rocks 
glass. Add ice and mezcal 
and simply stir!   
 
Great with dinner or as a 
digestif !
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CLARENDELLE
Bordeaux

Thanks to a skilful blend of 
three traditional Bordeaux 
grape varieties (Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Merlot, and 
Cabernet Franc), this is a 
wine of character with a 
subtle structure.

Making the most of the 
complementary qualities 
of each variety, oenologists 
from Domaine Clarence 
Dillon and the team from 
Clarence Dillon Wines 
produce very well-balanced 
wine.

Regular Price:  $31.36
This Month:  $28.22

DEL MAGUEY 
Vida Mezcal

Del Maguey is synonymous  
with quality. A smoky, 
agave forward mezcal that 
is fantastic for cocktails or 
on the rocks for sipping.

Another masterpiece out 
of San Luis del Rio, it has 
a nose of fruit aromatics, 
a hint of honey, vanilla 
and roast agave; the palate 
offers ginger, cinnamon, 
burnt sandalwood, banana 
and tangerine, with a long, 
soft finish. 

Viva VIDA! 

Regular Price:   $47.60
This Month:  $42.84

~  DID YOU KNOW  ~

BORDEAUX FUN FACT

The Latin poet, Ausonius (310-393 A.D.), is the first person 
to  ever mention Bordeaux wine in his poetry.  In fact, in one of 
his poems, he writes that he’s growing vines himself and that he 

appreciates a sip or two of the beverage. 

Château Ausone, one of the top Saint-Emilion fine wine producers, 
thought to be one of the oldest wine estates in the region, decided 

to name itself after the poet in 1781.

Let Young’s bring the best of the vineyards to you with our 
Champagne & Fine Wine club. Offering you hand picked 
selections from top producers delivered to your door each month!  

Choose from four different membership levels to give as a gift 
to a loved one, a colleague or simply treat yourself !  You will also 
receive exclusive discounts and special invitations to tastings and 

events!

A R E  Y O U  A  M E M B E R ?


